New England Aquarium Dive Club Newsletter
Spring 2019

Join us at the Boston Sea Rovers Clinic!
This year, on March 9-10, Boston Sea Rovers is celebrating its 65th Anniversary!
Daytime seminars include fantastic presentations from around the underwater
world including topics such as wreck diving, underwater photography and
amazing marine wildlife. Additional programs include workshops on underwater photography and specialty programs for dive professionals. There will
also be an exhibit on the 65 year history of the Boston Sea Rovers and its
members.
This year, the famous Evening Film Festival includes New England’s own Brian
Skerry, award winning National Geographic photographer, Dr. Robert Ballard,
ocean explorer and discoverer of the Titanic, and Sylvia Earle.
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Monthly Meetings
General meetings are held the
third Wednesday of each month
at 6:30 PM in the NEAq
Harborside Learning Lab.
Please come and join us!
Meetings are filled with great
diving information. We feature
fabulous guest speakers and we
learn where other members have
been diving. Also, only members
present at the meeting are
eligible to win a hands-on
aquarium experience!
February Meeting 2/20
Speaker: Joy Marzolf
Topic: Diving Turneffe Atoll,
Belize
March Meeting 3/20
Members Only Behind the Scenes
To register, visit:
www.neadc.org/BTS.html
For more information about
upcoming meetings, please visit
www.neadc.org

The exhibit hall will offer a wide range of booths from travel destinations to
dive shops, dive gear and, of course, our own New England Aquarium Dive
Club booth! Come by and visit us at the show. You can even volunteer to help
us spread the word about the club! Check out the speakers, new gear, exotic
places and maybe win a prize! The Boston Sea Rovers sponsors have again
donated fabulous prizes for the raffles.
See www.bostonsearovers.com for tickets and weekend details.

Photos by Joy Marzolf

Letter from your President
Greetings to all new and returning members of the New England Aquarium
Dive Club! We hope to see you at meetings and events throughout this year.
Whether you are a new or experienced diver, curious about diving or new
to the area, we have a great repository of dive-related information on our
website (www.neadc.org), including links to local dive shops, dive sites and
upcoming events in the community, such as scheduled dives, lectures and dive
travel.
I would also like to welcome our new and returning NEADC Board Members.
I look forward to working with this great group of volunteers on our dive
calendar and events.
This hardworking crew of divers spends many hours throughout the year
arranging amazing guest speakers for our monthly General Meetings, coordinating boat and shore dives, organizing wonderful community events,
including the Great Annual Fish Count (7/20/19) and Tropical Fish Rescue
(9/14/19), and providing relevant information and resources to the community.
In preparation for the dive season, don’t hesitate to reach out to our Board
Members for any questions related to the Club and diving.
Best Fishes and Happy Diving!
Uma Mirani
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2019 Shore Dive Season

Upcoming Events

The 2019 Dive Season is on its way! Some people started the season in
January with a New Year’s Day Dive and will continue to dive through the
entire year, but for a lot of us, it doesn’t really begin until June when the
water temperature is consistently over 46°F.

Boston Sea Rovers 2019 Clinic
Saturday and Sunday, 3/9-3/10
DoubleTree - Boston North Shore,
Danvers, MA

The NEADC has had a long standing tradition of running the “Dry Dive”
before the major portion of the dive season gets under way. This is when
we take a tour of the Cape Ann area going from dive site to dive site. We
bring along Jerry Shine’s book “A Shore Diving Guide to New England”. We
talk about the sites and where to park and what you might see. We then
follow up each stop with a beach cleanup until the truck is full. Since this
is a full day event, we stop for lunch and dinner at local restaurants. This
year the Dry Dive will be April 27.

Come visit the NEADC’s booth at
the country’s oldest dive show! The
Clinic features daytime seminars on
all aspects of diving and the marine
environment, a large exhibit hall, a
spectacular Evening Film Festival
and specialized workshops for
additional in-depth training.
For more information, please visit
www.bostonsearovers.com

June through October, as the Shore Dive Coordinator for the NEADC, I
will be leading the New Member Dives on the Saturday after the General
Meetings unless it conflicts with a club event, in which case we’ll choose
a more convenient date. I don’t post details about the New Member Dives
other than date and meeting time, as location will be dependent on who
can make it and what the conditions are for the day. We haven’t had a bad
New Member Dive yet! We always try to end the day with a lunch or dinner
and occasionally a cookout on the beach.
If you would like to dive on a different day, or would like to post a dive that
you plan to lead, feel free to reach out and I will do my best to help out.
- Dan Sprague

From your Program Director
This year promises to be better than ever! Come visit our booth at Boston
Sea Rovers! Volunteers to help staff the booth are always appreciated as
well! Watch for speaker and event details as they are added to our web site
and in the email blasts. Don’t forget, coming up for our March meeting is
our Annual Members-Only Behind the Scenes. Stay tuned to your E-news
for registration details. We also look forward to our big events this year: The
Great Annual Fish Count (7/20/19) and Tropical Fish Rescue (9/14/19).

Register on our website to secure
your spot on our exclusive behind
the scenes experience at the New
England Aquarium! This is a
members-only event, so if you aren’t
already a club member or your
membership is due to expire, don’t
forget to join the club first!
Behind the Scenes Registration Site:
www.neadc.org/bts
Membership Site (Be sure to select
Add Dive Club!):
www.neaq.org/support/membership
Great Annual Fish Count
Saturday, 7/20
Stage Fort Park, Gloucester, MA
Save the date for the NEADC Great
Annual Fish Count. Join us at dive
sites across New England to count
fish, submit REEF surveys and win
raffle prizes!

- Joy Marzolf

Think Blue!
Join our NEADC Clean Up Each Dive campaign!

Photo by Troy Mayne

NEADC Members-Only Behind
the Scenes
Wednesday, 3/20
Boston, MA

- Pick up trash whenever you can both above
and below water
- Bring reusable bottles to events for drink refills
- Pack gear in reusable bags or be sure to secure
plastic bags used to carry gear so they don’t fly
away into the water
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Tropical Fish Rescue and Club
BBQ
Saturday, 9/14
Fort Wetherill State Park,
Jamestown, RI
Save the date for the annual
Tropical Fish Rescue and NEADC
BBQ. Help us rescue tropical fish
trapped in our cold New England
waters and support the Gulf Stream
Orphans project!

Special Events at the Boston Sea Rovers Clinic
Special Exhibit: History of the Boston Sea Rovers
The special 65th Anniversary exhibit, History of the Boston Sea Rovers, will showcase the work of Boston Sea Rover
members over the years. Come learn about the role Boston Sea Rovers had in technical advances, scientific discoveries
and the early days of diving.
Introduce Your Non-Diving Friends to Diving, Saturday, March 9th
The Boston Sea Rovers clinic also includes a Discover Scuba in the hotel pool. This is a great chance for show
attendees to try out SCUBA! Maybe you know someone who has been snorkeling and has thought about learning to
dive. This is a great chance to try diving with help from one of our local dive shops. To participate, you must sign up
in advance. For more information, see www.bostonsearovers.com/clinic-home/discover-scuba.
Marine Science and Conservation Public Forum, Sunday, March 10th
The forum will focus on “Raising the Level of Knowledge of the Underwater World”, featuring morning presentations on “Hot Times in the Gulf of Maine” and afternoon presentations on underwater videography and photography.
Kids Activities, Sunday, March 10th
Bring your kids to Kids’ Day!, where they can experience a touch tank from the New England Aquarium and other fun
kids programs!
Boy Scouts can also earn an Oceanography merit badge at the Boy Scouts Oceanography Merit Badge Workshop.
Cost to participate in the workshop is $10 per scout. Tickets can be purchased at www.bostonsearovers.com/scouts.

Member Submitted News
Dan’s Annual Grand Bahamas Trip
Dan Sprague

week including a couple of dusk and night dives, some
shallow reefs from 15 to 45 feet, deep reefs around 55 to
75 feet, shallow wrecks around 40 to 50 feet and deep
wrecks from 75 to 110 feet. There is quite a variety and
Fred & Melinda always seem to have new surprises up
their sleeves for every trip. Since we fill the boat, it is
ours for the week and we can go wherever we choose!

Our group is typically quite diverse in training levels, and
because we have the boat to ourselves for the week, it’s a
good chance for you to step outside your comfort zone
and try something you might not typically get a chance to.
(Deep night wreck dive anyone?) You can do as much or
as little diving as you want during the week; a 10-dive
package is $399.00, but we may do as many as 20 dives.
(You are responsible for keeping track of your own dives
and pay the Grand Bahama Scuba directly.) Everything is
close to the resort, so no rental car is required. The group
This trip has been run through the NEADC since 2007,
and this year’s dates are October 5th to the 12th 2019. As goes out to a nearby grocery store the first night and we
of this writing, there are 8 people signed up and the first bring back the food needed for the week. We cook and
2 units are full. There will be space available for up to 16 eat as a group for three evening meals. There is also a
bar/restaurant on site for the occasional lunch or adult
divers, and non-divers are always welcome. A $100.00
deposit will hold a space for you and it is first come, first beverage. Friday night, the group takes the boat crew out
for dinner at a local restaurant.
served. The charge per person for the resort is $375.00
for the week and the food budget is $100.00 pp upfront. For more details, please contact Dan Sprague at
shoredive@neadc.org.
Airfare from Boston is about $600.00. (Airport code is
For information about the dive shop, visit:
FPO and a passport is required).
www.grandbahamascuba.com/
We spend the week at the beautiful Ocean Reef Yacht
Club, home of Grand Bahama Scuba with owners Fred & For information about the Ocean Reef Yacht Club, visit:
www.oryc.com/
Melinda Riger. The resort is located on a canal in
Freeport, and Grand Bahama Scuba and “Good Start” are You can also send Dan a Facebook friend request to be
added to the trip’s group page, where you can get more
on premise, which allows us to get right out to our
details and see what’s been posted from previous trips, as
favorite dive sites in minutes.
well as be notified about current and future trips.
There are opportunities to do 15 to 20 dives over the
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Evolution of the Buoyancy Compensator (BC) According to Me
By: Greg Hunter

that I never used. The safety vest is very similar to the
inflatable vests found under the seats of airplanes used
for an emergency water landing.

It was a beautiful clear day for a dive on the wreck “Philo
Scoville” just off Russel Island near Tobermoray, Ontario,
now part of the Fathom Five National Marine Park. I was The “Philo Scoville” is at 95 feet and this was to be my
deepest dive to date. Dave and I started on our
diving with my buddy, Dave Ferrier, as part of a London
Aqua Roamer dive club trip. Chuck Ball, a long-standing downward journey; the visibility was 25 feet and the
member, brought up his 16-foot fiberglass boat and drove temperature was 46°F below the thermocline. The wreck
us out to Russel Island and promised to pick us up in an was impressive; the “Philo Scoville” was wrecked during a
storm in October, 1889 and all that was left was the bow
hour or so.
section and bowsprit. The depth was significant and my
I was diving “state-of-the-art” equipment: a U.S. Divers
wetsuit provided little buoyancy. To try to swim to the
Mistral double-hose single stage regulator on a 71.2 cu ft
surface would have required significant effort, if not be
tank with a J-valve, a skin two-sided custom-made
impossible. The solution: puff a little air in the safety vest
wetsuit from Harvey’s that I bought through Skin Diver
to get back to neutral and everything was fine, or so I
magazine for $29.95, a depth gauge, and a safety vest
thought.
(where the notion of buoyancy compensators started).
Almost immediately after that, my regulator started to
free flow. I signaled to Dave that I had an issue. The
free-flowing regulator went through the air in my tank
seemingly instantaneously. Luckily, I had a J-valve so I
still had some reserve for the return to the surface. Dave
came to my assistance and we started to buddy breathe.
Dave had one of those new-fangled single-hose regulators
and buddy breathing was quite simple. However, when
we approached around the 60-foot mark, we started to
ascend rapidly. My safety vest had now filled to the point
of bursting. I abandoned Dave and tried to exhaust the
expanding gas through the straw-like oral inflator. I was
conscientiously exhaling as I rose in the hopes of avoiding
a lung over-expansion issue. My attempt to rid the excess
gas failed, but the safety vest did not burst as I ascended
rapidly to the surface. I remember exhaling rapidly and
continuously and being amazed by how much air I was
exhaling. I broke the surface like a rocket. I had a fierce
headache and was sure I was about to die from an air
embolism. I crawled onto some rocks on Russell Island to
await my expected death.
As I lay there in the sun, awaiting the angels to take me
up to heaven, I now realized that my headache was from
my sinuses, which had not had time to equalize. Dave
surfaced shortly after and asked how I felt. I said to Dave,
“I’m great”. Chuck returned in about a half hour and
asked how our dive was. Of course, our response was,
“Great!” This was my first BC experience and it was not
positive.

Here I am sporting my new safety vest. The picture was taken circa
1968 at West Hawk Lake, Manitoba by my dive buddy Albert Ring.

Before the advent of safety vests, the diving concept was
to be slightly buoyant on the surface. When you dove
down, the nitrogen bubbles in the wetsuit compressed
and lost some buoyancy. By being slightly buoyant on the
surface, the idea was that you would be neutrally buoyant
at the maximum depth you were planning. This made
weighting yourself difficult, as the deeper you go, the
more positive you should be on the surface. A safety vest
eliminated this complication by allowing you to blow a
little air into the vest through an oral inflator to bring you
back to neutral. On your return to the surface you would
vent the air through the same oral inflator. The safety vest
consisted of a rubberized nylon air bladder that could be
inflated through a straw-like oral inflator on the vest and
usually a CO2 cartridge for emergency inflation. In my
case, I had twin CO2 cartridges in a watertight housing

I started my search for a better alternative. At the time,
the French made a safety/rescue vest called the Bouee
Fenzy. This vest had an independent compressed air
bottle that you charged from your tank, a large oral
inflation hose and an over-pressure relief valve. At the
time, its only downfall was its price — approximately
$350. After the Bouee Fenzy had been around for some
time, in the early 70’s, a British company got a license to
build them in Britain. It was called the Spartan Fenzy; it
was identical to the Bouee Fenzy in every way and was
only $69.95. Sold, I ordered mine through the British
company. It had the additional advantage that it was
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tariff tax-free as it was considered safety equipment.

manufacturer, “Aquala”, which still exists. This original
drysuit was made from surplus rubber. No waterproof
zippers existed so a watertight seal was accomplished by
crawling into the center section of the drysuit, bunching
up the excess rubber and cinching it closed using rubber
tubing and voilà — a dry suit! Warmth was accomplished
using appropriate undergarments, but pressure
compensation was not possible, so it was not appropriate
for deep dives. In addition, if it leaked, it lost all thermal
protection qualities. And then along came the Unisuit.
Why, you may ask, am I bringing up a dry suit in an
article on buoyancy compensators? It is because the
Unisuit is a buoyancy compensator. The Unisuit is a
waterproof 1/4-inch neoprene nylon two-sided dry suit
with the first waterproof zipper going around the crotch.
It was air integrated with an air injector on the right chest
and a dump valve on the left. To dump air effectively you
had to roll over on your back. A technique easily learned
and similarly practiced by those with a double hose
regulator. By the way, by this time I had graduated to a
single-hose regulator, but I had not forgotten old
double-hose techniques. So, I bought a Unisuit for $399!
The Unisuits are incredibly warm, even for under-ice
diving. I was warm wearing a cotton sweatshirt and
sweatpants. Buoyancy compensation was easy with the
push button on the chest. If you felt a bit too positive,
you rolled on your back and pressed the dump button. In
the event of a leak — no problem — the neoprene
provided enough warmth to allow you a safe and warm
exit unlike the “Aquala” or, for that matter, current
DUI-type drysuits. The big disadvantage was the
requirement for over 30 lbs in weight. A standard weight
belt with this amount of weight gives you a backache. I
never used a safety vest or Fenzy with this configuration
because I felt that even in the event of a failure, after
ejecting my weight belt, there would be plenty of extra
buoyancy in the Unisuit to get me back safely to the
surface. At one point, I was convinced by someone that I
should have some sort of safety vest for extra safety when
using the Unisuit. This led to me procuring a Zeagle
Ranger buoyancy compensator, a high-tech ATPAC.

It was great at the time, but it was not actually ideal as a
buoyancy compensator because the diameter of the vest
around the back of the neck was large. Ideally, you
wanted to have it small around the neck, so the buoyant
force was concentrated more on your chest and abdomen.
To compensate for this, I would kick my legs up while
swimming horizontally to force what air I needed around
my chest and away from my neck. Once you got used to
it, it worked great. Other manufacturers started making
safety vests for the scuba industry with larger oral
inflators, over-pressure relief valves and a narrow neck.
Some had CO2 cartridges as a backup and some had
nothing. But none had an independent air supply like the
Fenzy except for the Nimrod safety vest. I taught myself
techniques to use the Fenzy’s independent air supply for
emergency purposes. In fact, for a number of years, the
French navy was using the Bouee Fenzy as a submarine
escape vest. Another advantage of the Fenzy was when
you were on the surface. The Fenzy kept your head
straight up out of the water rather than on your back.
This was especially nice in heavier sea as the waves
wouldn’t break on top of you — rather, you would float
over the waves in a heads-up orientation.
As far as I was concerned, none of the other feeble
attempts could match the performance of the Fenzy. That
is, until, when I was an assistant scuba instructor visiting
the London (Ontario) YMCA, one of the YMCA instructors
brought in an ATPAC.
The ATPAC seemed to be the perfect solution. The air
bladder was attached as a horseshoe to the back of the
backpack, the weights were integrated into the backpack
and it had an air injection system connected to the scuba
tank via a low-pressure port on the regulator. The
horseshoe air bladder on the backpack behind the diver
kept you horizontal in a more natural swimming position.
This also had a disadvantage — the vest when fully
inflated on the surface tended to keep your face in the
water rather than on your back as a safety vest would.
This was somewhat compensated by having the weights
in the backpack. If the bladder was partially inflated, the
ATPAC stayed upright. This was nice for doffing and
donning in the water. The weights in the backpack for me,
at that time, were not an issue as I only used 7 lbs while
in a full wetsuit. This would change when drysuits
became more popular. The air injection was great; at the
push of a button, your buoyancy was quickly neutralized.
It came with a large oral inflator that could be used in an
emergency and used for dumping air out of the vest while
ascending. Why didn’t I immediately jump on that
bandwagon? I don’t remember what the price was, but it
was pre-emptive for me, so I stuck with my Fenzy.

Succumbing to pressure to add a safety vest to my Unisuit
system and the need to replace my aging Fenzy, I came up
with the final solution, a Zeagle Ranger. The Ranger left
the front open for access to the chest valves on the
Unisuit. In addition, it had a distributed weight system
that could carry in excess of 30 lbs which also had less of
a propensity to force your face into the water when on
the surface. Having the weights integrated into the BC
had an additional problem; all that weight in the BC
made it difficult, if not impossible, to put on and required
a separate weight harness to lighten the weight in the
Zeagle. Its air injection system, in my case, was also a
After four years of college in Florida and upon my return secondary regulator eliminating the necessity to have an
up north, I found that my wetsuit could not keep me
octopus. Of course, it had a number of ways to dump
warm enough. This forced me to procure a drysuit.
excess air from any position. Although expensive, it is still
Drysuits have been around since the beginning of scuba what I use today.
in the U.S. and Canada. There was one major
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Environmental Spotlight: Food!
By: Victoria Gunning

The figure below shows the emissions for a low meat
consumption diet associated with low- and
middle-income countries, where it takes more energy to
produce fewer calories, and the high consumption diet
associated with high-income countries.

Most people I know are happy meatatarians. They’ll pay
for the occasional quality cut of steak or slow cook a
chunk of lamb. This is all well and good, but I challenge
you to consider treating meat as a treat. I’m not going so
far as to say we should all become vegans and
vegetarians, but try to make “Meatless Mondays” a
regular occurence.
From the study reference in Food Emissions, if meat
consumption was reduced by 25%, non-carbon dioxide
greenhouse gas emissions could decrease by 51%
compared to the baseline. The largest culprits in the
creation of GHG emissions for agriculture is from feed
production and processing.

Sources and Further Reading
Summary of information and outcomes from:
Time “How a Vegetarian Diet Could Help Save the Planet”
Information on Food Emissions comes from:
https://ccafs.cgiar.org/bigfacts/#theme=food-emissions
Data for figures comes from:
Alexandratos N, Bruinsma J. 2012. World agriculture towards
2030/2050: the 2012 revision. ESA Working Paper 12-03.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO). (Available from
http://www.fao.org/docrep/016/ap106e/ap106e.pdf)
Pradhan P, Reusser DE, Kropp JP. 2013. Embodied Greenhouse
Gas Emissions in Diets. PLoS ONE 8(5),
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062228. (Available from:
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0062228)
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Critter Corner
By: Catherine Chan-Tse
If you are brave enough to dive our New England waters in winter or spring and have sharp eyes, you will likely
be rewarded with sightings of beautifully ornate nudibranchs. Nudibranchs are soft-bodied gastropod molluscs,
essentially sea slugs, that are found around the world and come in a vast array of shapes, sizes and colors. Here in
New England, they tend to be on the small size; most are about half an inch in length, although some species can
get up to 4 inches long. However, they are still fantastically colorful and varied in shape. Some, such as
nudibranchs belonging to the suborder dorids, are flat and oval-shaped, with small tubercles that cause them to
camouflage with the sponges that they commonly feed on. Others, such as nudibranchs in the suborder
dendronotids, have a longer, skinnier body with a forest of colorful, spikey cerata on their backs.
Two of the most common species found in our area are Palio dubia
and Flabellina verrucosa. Palio dubia is a half-inch long dorid nudibranch
with a greyish green body covered in small yellow bumps. They feed
on bryozoans and are found up to 300 feet deep. They frequently cast
themselves into the water column by curling up into a ball and floating
off to move to another location. Flabellina verrucosa is a 11/4-inch
dendronotid nudibranch with a translucent body and cerata arranged
in five to seven clusters along both sides of their back. The cerata can be
orange, red, brown or purple, depending on the individual nudibranch’s
diet, and have white tips. They are distinguished from the less common
Flabellina verrucosa, note the smooth head
Flabellina gracilis by their smooth head. Flabellina gracilis has a body
and cerata similar to that of Flabellina verrucosa, but its head has a distinctive deep notch in it. Flabellina verrucosa
feed on hydroids and have been found up to 1,500 feet deep.

A pair of Palio dubia
A pair of Flabellina verrucosa
Photos courtesy of Zach Whalen, Whalen Underwater Photography. Taken at Folly Cove.

If you have never seen a nudibranch on a dive, I would highly recommend keeping an eye out for them. You have
to go slowly and spend time carefully looking in areas that have their food. Since they are very slow-moving, they
don’t stray far from their food sources. Depending on when and where you dive, it can be a challenge to find
nudibranchs, but the reward of finally spotting one of these tiny treasures is definitely worth the effort!

Contact Information
To submit content for future newsletters or provide feedback,
please email newsletter@neadc.org
New England Aquarium Dive Club, Inc.
Central Wharf,
Boston, MA 02110
www.neadc.org
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